
1919 1947 The n Years e A Personal A1eair

This copy of an interesting letter has been found in Perry Dobsons personal
papers It was written to an old friend and gives a vivid picture of his first
difficult and exciting years as principal

Most of my working teaching organizing life had been spent with boys
and I rather reluctantly accepted the Principalship of Alma College We
moved to St Thomas and I began work on the first ofAugust 1919

I was fortunate in following such a great and good man as Dr RI
Warner who had been principal for 22 years and on the Staff from the

opening of the College in 1881 He was most kind and helpful in every
way He and Mrs Warner lived in the school for six years until his
death in 1925 He had laid a foundation of friendliness and good will
and a great company of Alma Daughters who loved him for his gentle
spirit He had gone through many years of agonizing financial difficulties
but left the office with no debt on the buildings and several thousand
dollars in the bank

Nevertheless the future looked rather grim The student enrolment for
the coming year was only 47 though it increased to 67 during the year
The building was in poor state of repair Furnishings wereoldfashioned
and worn out No electricity Inadequate water supply and drainage
Mostly poor floors No Gymnasium No Swimming Pool Antiquated
kitchen and diningroom One small office and one telephone for the
whole school Very much underpaid staff and one sole man as janitor
gardener and fireman Worst of all the prestige of the school was at low
ebb and needed something to arouse new interest and respect There were

some excellent teachers on the staff but they were divided into two camps
with much bitter rivalry Of course it took some months to size up the
situation and find enough courage to try to solve the problems

We thought that we might improve the attractiveness of the school and

capture the interest of the public if we had a gymnasium and swimming
pool Then one morning before breakfast Mr L D Marlatt chairman of
the Property Committee rang up and said that he and his son Frank
had decided to give one thousand dollars for the swimming pool That
started things Soon we were off on a campaign to raise 100000 to be
called The Progress Fund Mr W H Murch the Chairman of the
Executive Committee of the Board didnt quite like the name but he
took hold of the enterprise and the sum was eventually raised
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Gradually improvements were made in the building and we soon spent
the money that Dr Warner had so carefully saved Electric lights were

installed discarded rooms were reopened so that practice pianos could be
removed from the corridors The old wooden double beds were junked
together with the hard mattresses A root cellar was built so that potatoes
and other vegetables could be removed from the basement under the
office and next to the dining room The entrance hall and front hall were

brightened up and grounds improved

No Physical Education programme had been carried on except what
Miss Walker the elocution teacher had been able to do in McLachlin
Hall So we removed the small art classes to the original room on the
second floor and used the present art room as an improvised gymnasium
Later we used theYMCA gym and pool And who do you suppose
was the Instructor during these days Who other than the awkward young
Principal who was bold enough to try anything If you dontbelieve it
I can show you a photograph of the youngster himself with the Gym
Class drawn up on the Y floor

PSD
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It is difficult for many of us to think of any particular era as not being the
Dobson Years for Dr Dobson was Alma college for 33 years And in those
years Alma changed from an institution which had provided a modest
education for a select group of young ladies into a vital forwardlooking
uptodate establishment Dobbie indeed foresaw the changing status of
women he foresaw the need for a fuller education and the desire of young
women to contribute through education and cultural pursuits to the com

munities in which they would live The world went through many changes in
the years 191948 and Dobbie made sure that Alma College and his girls kept
up with the times

He saw as his first objective the revitalization of the curriculum and as a

corollary the improvements to the buildings The physical facilities of the

College were run down after the years of war the main plant was sadly in
need of repair and he felt that young minds should also have the advantage
of improved opportunities to make the body as healthy as the brain
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He undertook therefore to raise 10000000 to improve the main building
and to build a gymnasium and swimming pool To raise the sum of money in
those days was a tremendous task He undertook it several times in the course

of his principalship it was never easy but he had a great gift for inspiring others



with his own faith and enthusiasm probably because of his feeling for people
and his knowledge of how people would react

Swimming Poo 1927

After the gym and the swimming pool he turned his attention to the

grounds and out of a dumping ground for the entire neighbourhood he
created a natural amphitheatre He quite literally created beauty from ashes
and with the help of his dedicated Board the city officials the St Thomas

TimesJournal the Wabash Railway and many helpful friends the unique
Alma College Garden Theatre was born

It was Dobbies imagination which gave Alma College and the city of St
Thomas a magnificent legacy What heartwarming graduations were held
there What fun May Days And the installation of a water curtain enabled
the Drama group to present plays in a natural outdoor setting The Garden

Theatre seats some eight hundred persons and was always crowded with
more for the torchlight Christmas carol service
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Hardly pausing for breath Dobbie I cant help it he was always Dobbie
and I think he revelled in the name began to plan the building of a chapel
more classrooms and science labs He again with characteristic energy
raised the money and in 1948 the beautiful chapel was dedicated The
improvements to the classrooms ensured that every student would have the
opportunity to learn in pleasant modern facilities Dr Dobson felt quite
rightly that the reputation ofAlma College lay with its graduates

With this in mind he pressed for the affiliation of Alma with The University
of Western Ontario and this was achieved under his principalship Thus his
girls had a wider and more stimulating academic experience first in Arts and
later in Home Economics Girls from the twoyear course at Alma were able
to enter the third year at the University and carryon to a degree

Still not satisfied with what he had done he began to raise further monies
for a music building It stands today proudly bearing his name it is in
constant use and a glowing jewel in the crown ofDobbies accomplishments

The Dobson Years were notable also for the presence of Mrs Harriet
Dobson a lady of grace charm and erudition She was a fervent supporter
of Alma and of the plan and hopes that Dr Dobson had for the school
Some of his best ideas came from her suggestions It was a blow to everyone
when she died in 1948 Dobbie had stepped down as principal for the first time
the previous year and they had enjoyed one year of retirement and travel
together

Dr Dobson was named principalemeritus and he carried on until 1951
when he resumed the role of active principal In 1953 he retired once more
and then as president of Alma College he continued to work for the
betterment of the school

A measure of his humanity can be found in his plan to open Alma College
to schoolgirls of St Hildas Anglican College of Whitby Yorkshire in 1940
This school was under enemy bombardment and the entire school complete
with teachers was moved to Canada Alma was fortunate to receive 20 of
these English roses and their contribution to Alma life cannot be under
estimated Enduring friendships were formed between Canadian and English
girls their manners were delightful their accents pleasing and the Alma
girls felt that they were really doing something for the war effort In
graditude the parents of these girls donated the chancel windows which
grace the chapel
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Dr Dobson realized that the world was shrinking in 1940 He saw that life
would never be the same that we would have to learn to live together after
the war in a different way His invitation to the St Hildas girls was a step
taken in that direction and it worked as he knew it would The girls at
Alma from 194045 had a priceless gift in the presence of the English
cousins

So many years So many memories How about 1937 when Alma celebrated
her Golden Jubilee There was an enrolment of 243 day students included
Remember 1936 when the springfilled mattresses arrived In 1931 the
first May Queen in the amphitheatre was Connie Blewett in 1932 the first
commencement took place in the amphitheatre the middies disappeared to
be replaced by tunics and blazers In 1934 there were students at Alma from
China Japan Korea Peru and Burma and in 1944 a letter of thanks was
received from the Queen regarding hospitality for St Hildas girls Every
year new alumnae branches were formed and Alma grads brought fame
to the old school Do you remember the April Fools Day when for an
hour all the hidden alarm clocks went off in succession How about those
strange diets that sprang up The banana diet the egg diet the icecream
diet None seemed to work probably because of visits to Sidestore

Ahhh Sidestore There was always a great rush to play the latest Erskine
Hawkins record on the jukebox And those sundaes They were just as

fattening as going down to Gettas Restaurant and scoffing huge slices of
raisin pie with ice cream The mouth waters just writing about it
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Remember the Holly Hop and the Senior Prom One had to be sixteen
to attend and then your date had to be vetted by Dobbie Those who
couldnt import a boy from home or who knew noone were assigned dates
from the Argonauts a boys club at First United Church We used to stand
in the drawing room waiting for the big moment when HE would come

into view we were also covertly examining each others dresses and dates

And before the dance we had apeptalk from the Dean about taking
baths and acting like ladies One Dean Miss Outerbridge told us all that
we should keep a foot between ourselves and our partner at all times

Mentioning the Dean brings me to the Staff at Alma You wIll note that
the memories from now on are going to get rather personal and will be
concerned particularly with the years 194044 when I was in residence
Alma was fortunate to have on its staff so many dedicated women who
lived among us taught us and yet were available for hearttoheart talks
after hours They invested a great deal of their personal lives to teach us

how to live together as well as how to write history dates French typing
Home Ec and drama

Remember Miss Johnson Keir Barnes Miss Swain Mrs Knowles Bea
Sharp Alice Smout Miss Ross who scared us all but who was under a

rather crusty exterior a warm and loving person Ma Bennett Her sense
of humour her tart tongue her motherly ways endeared her to all A talk
with Ma was guaranteed to make one feel better And Miss Helen Hardy
who deserves a paragraph all to herself

Miss Hardy had the unique talent of turning girls onto learning Her English
and History classes were alive vital and fun A teacher who makes one

want to learn comes into ones life very rarely and we were fortunate
indeed to have her at Alma I can still recall Miss Hardy telling me how to

pronounce exquisite accent on the first syllable and that in tfe
word forehead the h is not sounded But she taught us all a lot more

than History or English She showed us by example how to be fair how
to seek an inner strength to combat troubles and how to have faith in
ourselves She was always beautifully groomed and had a gorgeous smile

The war years at Alma saw the school take in not only the girls of St
Hildas but also some JapaneseCanadian girls from British Columbia To
Canadas shame these girls had beenuprooted from home and family and
scattered across Canada These charming girls added an extra dimension to
life at Alma They helped in the kitchen and diningroom and they went
to school with us They were far smarter than a lot of us in spite of their
long hours of work I remember two in particular One was Etsuko
Toguri now a doctor in Toronto The other was Betty Namba Betty
had a glorious singing voice and many Sunday evenings we were privileged
to go to their apartments and listen to her sing
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The war years also brought to those of us who were over 16 a bonus
Dobbie decided that it would be pleasant to entertain servicemen from
nearby Air Force bases at dances now and then I understand that a notice
would be put up at say the Technical Training School asking all interested
in visiting Alma for dancing to put his name down They would arrive at
the school and the girls would be stationed up the narrow staircase beside
the drawing room As each bewildered airman would sidle down the hall
a girl would pounce on him from the staircase and lead him past the
stuffed birds into the gym

There was a great deal of muffled scuffling on the stairs as the first girl
in line would reconnoitre the oncoming troops and call out if he was

short ugly or handsome They were like streetcars those poor men
another one was always coming down that hall We must have scared the
wits out of them appearing so suddenly and precipitously out of the gloom
I remember Joan Hefter needing a tall one but most of us didnt care
they were male and mobile and thatswhat counted
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Dr Dobson was of course in the front hall to meet our guests and he
weeded out any who were drunk or who in his opinion were not gentle
manly Irecall one dance night when the rumour flew about that there were

two drunks in the guest room and they were officers to boot Now I
couldnt dance too well and you will imagine my shock when I was once

landed with a man who told me after lifting me off my feet no mean

accomplishment that he was the jitterbug star of Texas

We also related to the armed services in a stranger way we shared laundry
facilities with them somewhere in St Thomas If you were so unorganized
as to send your black stockings or your underwear out to the laundry the
garments came back starched to a faretheewell You could stand your
stockings up in the corner or drape other clothes over them but you
certainly couldnt wear them I felt sorry for the servicemen They must
have creaked as they walked
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We had a game where wed throw our laundry bags down two flights of
stairs and points were given for a near miss of the night watchman Once
he was hit and lost consciousness for a few moments The culprit thought
she would be up for murder We played another game which could have
had serious consequences

It all began with Arlen Riley Arlen was a creative interesting and rather
odd person I mean that in the nicest possible way She moved us all to
tears when she played in Riders to the Sea using an Irish accent that had
to be heard to be believed Anyway she was interested in the occult and
read many books about witches brimstone and hypnotism One day she

repaired up to the Art Room It was a dark rainy Sunday night as I

remember and the Art Room took on rather an air ofmystery
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By golly she could hypnotize She used a candle and a low wheedling
voice Pretty soon she had a couple of eager types acting stupidly and
then she woke them up They remembered nothing One Susan Goldstine
then begged to be hypnotized She was sitting in a chair with her legs
wound round the rungs Arlen got her under then asked her to move her
right hand Susan did so Then Arlen told her to stand up and Susan really
tried But Arlen had neglected to tell her to unwind her feet the chair fell
over with a crash Susan entangled therein The candle was knocked over
and Arlen couldntfind Susan to calm her down Next thing we knew there
was Susan attempting to climb out one of the windows Consternation
We made so much racket that teachers rushed to the scene and we were all
gated for three weeks We all learned early not to fool with Mother Nature

Some of us used to go to London to attend Community Concerts We always
had to sit in the front row because we arrived late and we had to leave
early to catch theLPS back to St Thomas I remember Malcuzynski the
great interpeter of Chopin becoming so involved in his music that when he
shook his head his hair flopped all over his eyes
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I also recall the night the Cossack Chorus performed To begin with they
were handsome and terrific singers In the front row we had abirdseye
view The aforementioned Joan Hefler agoodlooking girl caused the
Cossacks to wink and smile We nudged each other and Joan As we were

walking down Dundas Street towards the station a breathless Cossack
suddenly appeared beside Joan She brushed him off well she really tried
but he was persistent Besides he could speak some English The upshot of it
was that Joan began receiving letters from her smitten Cossack and for all
I know she still is We told each other the attraction was based on the fact
that Joan was the proud possessor of two pairs of nylons one of which
she was wearing that fatal night

We had some famous visitors at Alma the GovernorGeneral for one But
the one that thrilled us most was Turk Broda What You dont remember
the famous hockey player Well Bettine Russel knew him and the rumour

was had actually dated him Whats more he came to Alma and attempted
to get up the stairway He was foiled naturally by Dr Dobson

I cant remember a rainy May Day at Alma althoughIm sure there were
some We had this feeling that Dr Dobson had but to snap his fingers and
the rain would pass away Thats why I remember May Day as sunny warm
the May Queen a vision although you had been playing tennis with her
the day before that was somehow untouchable We had fun rehearsing
those dances and trying on those costumes and the apple tree would always
drop its blossoms on the Queen as though in benediction Dobbie wore

his robes and that made it all the more impressive somehow
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The amphitheatre was a gorgeous place for this sort of occasion as it was

for the plays presented there I remember one in which through some error
of casting Iplayed awatersprite I mean I weighed 150 lbs My best friend
Jean Thomson played a wood sprite but then she was tiny and far more

sprightly somehow In this play I spent most of my time lurking in a well
which had been built for a sprite of smaller proportions Inside the well
besides yours truly was an assortment of wooden braces and beams aquiver
with spiders and slivers I was supposed to deliver my lines while I shot out
of this contraption with as the stage directions said grace and fluid
beauty

To make me appear wet long streamers of cellophane were affixed to my
fat little face and body with rubber cement so that I itched intolerably
Besides mosquitoes the size of 747s were hanging about eying the Lucullan
feast in the well
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I did not appear until Scene Two of Act One To pass the time I scratched
and slapped mosquitoes This caused the well to move shiftily about the set
to the astonishment of the audience to say nothing of the other characters
I recall Tommy leaning on the well desperately trying to control its move

ments and hissing nastily down the hole to stop that I moved my well
oblivious from Stage Left to Centre and then back again My cue came



I leaped up through the opening with what I fondly thought was fluid

grace and beauty but I was stuck Boy was I stuck I kept trying and
finally appeared with the well stuck firmly about my hips and my legs
seemingly growing from solid rock I recall Dr Dobson sobbing with
laughter before the water curtain was turned on Oh blessed water curtain
I must say that after that anything anyone did on stage wasanticlimax

What more beautiful place to have graduation ceremonies than the amphi
theatre The grads always appeared angelic in white dresses and they carried
red roses Inevitably everyone wept and crushed her roses but you didnt

forget We wept most when we sang Dear Old Alma it still brings a

lump to my throat

Do we all realize that Alma College led the way to miniskirts Those tunics
with the regulation six inches above the knee were the forerunner of legs
to come The tunics invariably waited too long to be sent to the cleaners
but upon occasion we would launder our blouses ourselves They dried
overnight but we didnt have time to iron them so it was a case of having
to wear your blazer to breakfast Dr Dobson always knew what you were

up to though and you were always caught out for being improperly dressed
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And why did we think we were fooling anyone by putting coke bottles on the
window sill I mean yov could see them from the front steps And they
always froze rigid and cracked the bottles And were we naive enough to
think that the teachers didnt know about the midnight feasts and the
sneaking around from room to room Yes we were but the feasting and
Che sneaking certainly added a fillip of danger to life atAlma

The Staff certainly knew about Monday nights After SCUdy Hall at nine
oclock there was a positive stampede to get up to your room and turn on

Lux Radio Theatre You undressed to the unctuous tones ofCB deMille
and washed and brushed your teeth during the commercials if at all The
fact that Che Lights Out belt went at 950 ten minutes before the program
was over meant that you simply turned out your light and took your radio
into bed with you And thats where the Staffcooperated They never said

goodnight on Mondays until after 10 pm They were probably listening
themselves
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And then there were the trips to Hillcroft the farm that Dr Dobson so

kindly lent to his girls And we all remember the horses and the stables and
Mr Robertson the riding instructor Do we also remember when Jane
Merrills horse a beauty from Peru became intoxicated by the Ontario
autumn weather dashed madly around and mashed up the canna lily bed

We mustnt forget the office staff Miss Jolliffe not only the Registrar
but also a teacher of music Marion Raven and Theresa Cutler Ive made no

mention of Angela the ghost which haunted Ivory but then never saw

her And Miss Grobb who fed us all those delicious meals and whom we

called Miss Grub I recall as if it were yesterday Miss Doreen Hall playing
Zigeuner music on her violin her body swaying to her music her pretty
golden hair sweeping across her cheek her eyes closed bliss

And in the midst of it all in the midst of our little joysI got a letter from
HIM today our sorrowsI didnt get elected House Captain our fun
and games morning walks basketball games swimming lessons our

disciplines morning chapel when we upon occasion would walk past Dr
Dobson with hymn books on our heads in the midst of all this there was

one person to cling to Perry Dobson So you were homesick See Dobbie
Problems with school See Dobbie What to do about the future See
Dobbie And you saw Dobbie because he was always there
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He was the rock we all clung to like limpets The terrific thing about Dobbie
was that he loved us and we loved him back He realized that young girls
needed discipline with love we needed a firm hand and sound counselling
and we got it Remember how he used to stand in the front hall when the
line came down for meals He beamed with pride and because we knew
Dr Dobson would be there we put our shoulders back lowered our voices
and behaved as he wished

He brought Alma College into the twentieth century He created buildings
courses traditions He balanced a sound mind with a sound body and in
the process of educating his students he made St Thomas into a cultural
centre He taught girls of differing faiths and colours to live together and
we were without knowing it a microcosm of the world
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Blla Bowes Chapelbuilt with bricksfrom an old Baptist Church near Nifestnwn

Dobbie had a disarming wit and a ready smile His faith was reflected in
his face he was never downcast And what a sense of humour All his
talents were held together by his love of people not only for his girls at

Alma but also for the folk of St Thomas and the causes he served in that
city In fact love is the definitive word for Dobbie With the love went

a deep sense of responsibility affair for dealing with the public great confi
dence the respect of his peers and the comforting knowledge that he was

contributing Because with Dr Dobson to love was to contribute and he
taught his girls that lesson

Alma College shaped our lives gave it breadth and dimension For thirty
years Dr Dobson and Alma College were synonymous and if as some people
said Perry Dobson was a builder then the structures he left behind find
Cheir greatest manifestation in the lives and spirits of the girls he guided
and loved

MARY GEDDES KERR
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